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Two Songs: "Vallorbe" and "Vision des Erblindeneten"

Vallorbe—May 1917
Du himmlisches Geflecht, du Glockenblumenkorb,
Urspunz der Orbe, der Welt, du unverheiratetes Ziel,
Du Wonnewort Vallorbe, das in den Mai mir fiel,
Du Thal der Thaler du, traumtieltes Thal der Orbe!

Du Sonntag der Natur, hier siebtwar die Ruh,
Urspunz der Zeit! So hat, das alles war geplagt,
der Schöpfer diesen Kuß der Schöpfung aufgedrückt,
hier saß der Gott am Weg zum guten lac de Joux.

Du Gnade, die verweht den niebesiegten Wann,
wie anders wir es da, und da entstand die Zeit,
dieweil sie staisend stand still vor der Ewigkeit.
Wie blau ist doch die Welt vom Schöpfer aufgethan!

Vision des Erblindeneten
So, Mutter, Dank! So füh! Ich deine Hand.
Oh, sie befreit von Nacht und Vaterland!
Ich atmhe Walz und heimatliches Glück.
Wie führt du mich in deinen Schöll zurück.

Nun ist der Donner dieser Nacht verrotelt.
Ich weiß es nicht, was sie von mir gewöllt.
O Mutter, wie dein gnoner Morgen thaut.
Schon bin ich da, wo Gottes Auge blaut.

Tonight's performance includes the world premiere of two works by the eminent Viennese composer Anton Webern (1883-1945): "Vallorbe" and "Vision des Erblindeneten," both songs for soprano and a nearly identical chamber ensemble of thirteen instruments. Justly celebrated for the austere abstraction of his instrumental works and lauded as a visionary by later generations of avant-garde artists, Webern was also an ardent song composer, and songs comprise nearly half of his published works. Like his teacher, Arnold Schoenberg, Webern described his own music as the inevitable continuation of the revered Romantic tradition of Schubert, Brahms, Wolf and Mahler, who were all likewise prolific composers of song. In Webern's oeuvre, this venerated tradition of German Lieder is translated into the modernist atonal idiom.

Among the numerous song projects that Webern sketched and abandoned, the drafts of "Vallorbe" and "Vision des Erblindeneten" provide poetic settings that are nearly complete, except for numerous details of expression, dynamics and instrumentation, which have required extensive editorial interpretation. Created in 1918 and 1919 respectively, both songs set poems by Karl Kraus (1874-1936), the enigmatic Viennese journalist, playwright and sardonic social critic, whose journal Die Fackel Webern and his associates read avidly. The composer seems to have originally conceived these pieces as the middle pair in a cycle of four songs based on Kraus's texts, along with "Wiese im Park," ultimately published as the first of Four Songs, op. 13, and a similarly orchestrated setting of the poem "Flieder" (Lilac), of which Webern sketched multiple incomplete versions in 1920.

Kraus's "Vallorbe" (Valley of the Orbe) was inspired by the poet's sojourn in the Franco-Swiss border town of that name, where the River Orbe flows through the 1000 meter high Vallée de Joux. "Vision des Erblindeneten" (Vision of the Blinded), on the other hand, is one of Kraus's numerous anti-war essays, and the poem no doubt resonated with Webern's despair, revealed by his letters in the final years of World War I. Both songs project dissonant harmonic languages, yet their pictorially descriptive content reveals an essentially Romantic inheritance. In "Vallorbe," rising and falling melodic contours trace a dramatic Alpine landscape, most strikingly in the soprano's downward leaps on "Vallorbe" and "Urspunz der Orbe" (origin of the world), and in the final plunge to the lowest pitch of the double bass. Likewise, the repeated staccato chords that open "Vision des Erblindeneten" are programmatical suggestive of gunfire or other mechanization of war. This agitated rhythmic figure recurs at formal divisions within the work, but is ultimately transformed into the celestial music of the final measures, where a vision of the Virgin Mary provides comfort and final rest.
Jerry Colonna (b. 1963) joined the musicology faculty at the University of Iowa in 2005, where he teaches graduate courses in twentieth-century and American music, and undergraduate music appreciation. He specializes in sketch studies and the Second Viennese School. His current projects investigate Anton Webern’s autograph manuscripts, focusing on the many unpublished song sketches created between 1914 and 1924. Colonna’s critical editions of two such songs, “Vallorbe” and “Vision des Erlinderten,” will be published by Universal Edition Vienna later this year. The original manuscripts that are the basis of these editions are the property of the Paul Sacher Stiftung in Basel, Switzerland, with whose kind permission this project and performance are possible.

Concertino for Piano and Chamber Ensemble is scored for piano and a small instrumental force of twelve musicians. The most prevalent intervals in the work are the minor second and its inversion, the major seventh. In selecting the pitch material, care was taken to include pitch-class sets that featured those intervals prominently. The piece is divided into three movements. Movement I, the longest of the three, follows a ternary form. Part A transforms one primary motivic idea through a series of harmonic and rhythmic developments. Part B distributes a secondary theme throughout the ensemble using pointillist textures. After a brief piano cadenza, the A section returns. Movement I ends with a coda. Movement II begins with the percussion articulating a series of delicate unpitched gestures. A sudden interruption by the rest of the ensemble signals the first of three passages highlighting solo wind instruments. Then the piano, which has assumed a more accompanimental role up to this point, enters with its own solo passage before being overtaken by the percussion. The last movement is the fastest and most vibrant of the three. After an introductory passage by solo woodwinds, the piano assumes the prominent role before the other instruments reenter. Finally, the piano executes its longest cadenza, punctuated by unpitched percussion. A sudden flourish from the piano leads to a rousing conclusion.

John Griffin is currently pursuing his Ph.D. in music composition at The University of Iowa, where he studies with David Gompper. He received both his B.M. (2002) and M.M. (2004) from Western Michigan University. While at WMU, he studied piano with Lori Sims and composition with Richard Adams, C. Curtis-Smith, and Robert Ricci. His pieces have been performed at the Imagine 2 Electroacoustic Music Festival, the Electroacoustic Julie Joint, and the Midwest Composers Symposium. At UI, Griffin is a teaching assistant in music theory and serves as the president of the Society of Composers, Inc. University of Iowa chapter. More information can be found at www.johngiffin.com.

Concerto for clarinet, chamber orchestra and interactive computer was completed in January 2003. This evening's performance marks the premiere of a new work without the computer part. Its forces comprise solo clarinet, flute, oboe, alto saxophone, bassoon, horn in F, Bb trumpet, trombone, piano, harp, 3 percussionists, 2 violins, viola, violoncello and contrabass. The work grows from an extended solo passage in which a single note is reiterated over and over while changing timbrally and rhythmically. This rhythmic motive is then reinterpreted through a series of transformations calling on the forces of the chamber orchestra. The clarinet part and its associated shadowing in the ensemble changes the fundamental character of the concerto and the perception of both the rhythmic and harmonic content of the clarinet part. This composition is inspired in part by the detail of all of its performers, asking them to stretch their abilities in every dimension. Extended instrumental techniques are used in every instrument to bring about a tapestry of color that is unusual, but crucial to the elements of this work. The composition is divided into 14 contrasting sections, during which timbre and rhythmic content are sifted diffused and recombined. It is a work that twists and turns through contrasting textures where the ensemble and the soloist wrestle with each other and the language that, though derived from the acousical essence of their instruments, is thrust upon them.

Noel Zahler's compositions include a wide range of vocal and instrumental works, as well as electroacoustic, interactive and multimedia works. His compositions are published by Associated Music Publishers (G. Schirmer, Inc.), American Composers Edition and APNBM music publishers. Recordings of his music include: Regions I, Four Songs of Departure, and Harelquin (OPUS ONE); Agarthla (Capstone); Trio and for violin and piano (Albany). L'espace entre nous, for flute and guitar will be forthcoming on SIMAX recordings. A frequent collaborator with mathematicians, engineers and computer scientists, Dr. Zahler is the co-author of three computer software programs including the Artificially Intelligent Computer Performer, Score Follow and Music Matrix.

Currently, Zahler is Head of the Carnegie Mellon University School of Music, where he also teaches composition. His writings on and about music include three articles in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, six articles in the New Grove Dictionary of Music in the United States, a critical edition of Charles Ives' The Unanswered Question (Peer Southern Music Publishers, 1986), and numerous articles on music theory and composition, artificial intelligence and music, and computer music. In addition, Dr. Zahler is Vice President of the American Composers Alliance, a national organization founded by Aaron Copland and Roger Sessions in 1937, and a member of the Board of Directors of the American Composers Forum and the Manhattan Sinfonietta. He is listed in Who's Who in Music, Who's Who in the United States and Who's Who in the World.

Zahler was born in New York City. He has earned degrees from Columbia University (D.M.A.), Princeton University (M.F.A), L'Accademia Musicale Chigiana (Certificato di Perfezionamento), Siena, Italy, and C.U.N.Y. Queens College (BA/MA).

Clarinetist Michael Norsworthy, is acclaimed as both a soloist and sought-after chamber musician. He has collaborated with musicians and groups including Klangforum Wien, the Borromeo Quartet, Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Marilyn Nonken, John Zorn, Stephen Drury, Tony Arnold, Alec Karis and Patrick Demenga. Mr. Norsworthy has been featured at concerts at Carnegie Hall, the Casals Festival (Puerto Rico), the Hot House (Chicago), Old First Concerts (San Francisco), Jordan Hall, St. Louis Pro Musica, the Festi/Vol Gardena (Italy), Vienna's Musikverein, Moscow's Tchaikovsky Hall and the Aspen Music Festival and worked with conductors Knussen, Ozawa, Robertson, DePriest, and Muti, among others. His recordings are available on the Mode, Catteloupe, Cachemar and Gasparo labels. He is a member of Ensemble 21 (NY), the Manhattan Sinfonietta, and the Boston Modern Orchestra Project. Mr. Norsworthy holds advanced degrees from the New England Conservatory and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, where his teachers included Richard Stoltzman, Kaimen Opperman, Elka Ludewig-Verdehr, and Eric Mandat. He is artist in residence at Harvard University with the ensemble White Rabbit and the Harvard Group for New Music and serves on the faculties of The Boston Conservatory and Columbia University. Michael Norsworthy performs on mouthpieces by Bradford Behn and plays exclusively on Buffet Clarinets and Rico Reserve reeds. He is a performing artist for Buffet Crampon, the Parisian firm that is the world's oldest and most distinguished clarinet maker and Rico International, the world's largest and most popular manufacturer of reeds.

Winter Rites (2008) was written during a 2007 – 2008 winter residency in the Leighton Studios at the Banff Arts Centre, in Alberta, Canada. All of the melodic and harmonic material of the work is derived from a single melodic cell, heard in its entirety only in the middle movement in the solo cello part. Each movement receives its title from a Druid ritual performed during the festival of mid-winter. The three-movement work is performed without pause.

Joseph Dangerfield's creative voice has been garnering much attention over the past several years with performances of his works throughout the United States and abroad. Born in 1977, he began his composition studies at Marshall University (BFA 1999) with Michael Golden. He completed his master's degree at Bowling Green State University in Ohio, working with Marilyn Shrode and Mikael Kuehn, and received a doctorate in 2005 from the University of Iowa.

Dangerfield is the recipient of many awards and recognitions, including The Young and Emerging Composers Award (2002), ASCAP Standard Awards, and the Henry and Parker Pelzer Prize for Excellence in Composition (2005). Twice he was a top-ranked finalist for the Student Fulbright Competition for study at the famed Moscow Conservatory. Most recently, he was selected for a three-week independent residency in the Leighton Studios of the prestigious Banff Centre in Alberta, Canada, which he will complete in December 2007. Recordings of his works are available on the Albany Records label, and many are published by European American Music and PIP Press Music Publications.

He currently resides in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he is Assistant Professor of music composition and theory, as well as the director of orchestral activities at Coe College.